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QUESTIONNAIRE OF SELECTION OF INDUSTRIAL WASHER
Company name:

Street:

Zip code / city:

Person handling the case:

Phone / Fax:

Industry:

Type of production:

CURRENT TECHNOLOGY OF WASHING ELEMENTS
1. 1.     Does the company have and use industrial washers?

Yes No

Quantity of washers

2. Type of device / manufacturer

3. Type of used cleaning agents (trade names)

4. Current method for washing elements

a) 1/2/3 shifts

b) Basket size [LxBxH]

   Load

   Number of baskets/h



c) Prewash

   Regular wash

5. Condition of washed elements after leaving the washer

Washed Degreased Dried with compressed air

Dry

6. Does the existing technique of washing / degreasing meet the expectations?

Yes No

7. Notes

PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY OF WASHING ELEMENTS
8. Type of material of details for washing / degreasing

Steel Brass Aluminium Cast iron

Glass Plastic material Rubber

Other

9. What are the washed elements contaminated with?

Oil from drawing Lubricating oil Oil from drilling Polishing paste

Shavings Preservative Emulsion Abrasive

Dust from sanding Other

10. Quantity of contamination

[g/kg] of washed elements or [g/basket]



11. What cleaning results should be achieved after cleaning process?

Acceptable amount of contaminants on the  
surface [mg/m²] Other criteria and methods of cleanliness rating

12. Are there hollows / blind holes in the washed elements where the cleaning agent can accumulate?

Yes No

13. Dimensions of elements (indicated drawings) [LxBxH]

14. What is the further processing of washed elements?

Galvanic treatment Oxidation Phosphate treatment

Varnishing Assembly Disassembly

Gluing Sealing Hardening

Storage Welding Soldering

Other - please specify

15. How will transport to the washer be organized?

Roller conveyor Conveyor belt Plant conveying device

Overhead conveyor Chain conveyor Manually

Other

16. How will collection of elements after washing be organized?

Roller conveyor Conveyor belt Plant conveying device

Overhead conveyor Chain conveyor Manually

Other

17. To what throughput should the washer be adapted?

a) Preferred dimensions of the basket in mm [LxBxH] [Ø]

b) Throughput - number of baskets per hour

c) Weight of the basket with details [kg]



18. Is the washer going to be equipped with a distillation unit?

Yes No

19. Would you like an offer for filter-loop assembly for insoluble contaminants?

Yes No

20. What is the available surface for installation of the washer? [L x B x H] in meters

21. Where is the washer expected to get located

Ground level Basement Storey

22. Ambient temperature of the washer [°C]

23. Expected date of delivery of the device

24. Expected / estimated budget

25. Additional information

Date Town / City

Signature
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